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Abstract: Background 

Emergency front of neck airway access by anaesthetists carries a high failure rate and it is 

recommended to identify the cricothyroid membrane before induction of anaesthesia in patients 

with a predicted difficult airway. We have investigated whether a marking of the cricothyroid 

membrane done in the extended neck position remains correct after the patient’s neck has been 

manipulated and subsequently repositioned 

Methods 

The subject was first placed in the extended head and neck position and had the cricothyroid 

membrane identified and marked with three methods, palpation, ‘laryngeal handshake’ and 

ultrasonography and the distance from the suprasternal notch to the cricothyroid membrane 

was measured. 

The subject then moved off the table and sat on a chair and subsequently returned to the 

extended neck position and examinations were repeated. 

Results 

Skin markings of all 11 subjects lay within the boundaries of the cricothyroid membrane when 

the subject was repositioned back to the extended neck position and the median difference 

between the two measurements of the distance from the suprasternal notch was 0 mm (range 0-

2 mm). 

Conclusion 

The cricothyroid membrane can be identified and marked with the subject in the extended neck 

position. 

Then the patient’s position can be changed as needed, for example to the ‘sniffing’ neck position 

for conventional intubation. If a front of neck airway access is required during subsequent airway 

management, the patient can be returned expediently to the extended-neck position, and the 

marking of the centre of the membrane will still be in the correct place.A
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Editorial Comment: 

If landmarks in the front of the neck are difficult to identify, there would be difficulty in performing a 

emergent cricythyroidotomy if needed.  This study assesses head and neck position and marking for skin 

over the cricothyroid membrane particularly in females, using ultrasound as a reference.

Emergency front of neck airway (eFONA) access by anaesthetists carries a high failure rate, partially due 

to inability to identify the cricothyroid membrane1 in the emergency situation. Therefore, it is 

recommended to identify the cricothyroid membrane before induction of anaesthesia in patients with a 

predicted difficult airway,2 if necessary by using ultrasonography.3,4 

Emergency front of neck airway (eFONA) access should be performed with the patient placed in the 

extended head and neck position as recommended by the Difficult Airway Society.5

A change in the position of the patients’ neck will often lead to a change in the position of a marking on 

the skin in relation to the location of the cricothyroid membrane, so that a marking made in the neutral 

position will no longer be on the cricothyroid membrane when the patient’s neck is subsequently 

extended.6 We have investigated whether a marking of the cricothyroid membrane (CTM) done in the 

extended neck position remains correct over time and after the patient’s neck has been manipulated and 

subsequently repositioned back to the extended neck position. 
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Methods:

After informed written consent and ethical committee approval eleven female subjects (Table 1) were 

studied. 

The subject was first placed in the extended head and neck position on the operation table and two 

anaesthesiologist investigators, both having extensive experience of using the three methods of 

identification in both the clinical and the experimental setting, identified the CTM with both palpation, 

‘laryngeal handshake’7 and ultrasonography.3 The inferior and superior border of the CTM were identified 

and the central point was marked with a permanent marker pen guided by ultrasonography, using the 

reference  “string of beads/pearls”-technique.8 The techniques is described in Figure 1 and in this video: 

www.airwaymanagement.dk/pearls.9 

Figure 1 near here.

Thereafter the superior border of the sternal bone was identified with palpation and the distance from 

the suprasternal notch to the CTM was measured.  The subject then moved off the table and sat on a 

chair in order to alter the position of the head and neck and underlying laryngeal structures. Subsequently 

the subject was returned to the operation table and to the extended neck eFONA position, with the 

accuracy of the position in relation to that used for the first assessment confirmed by eye, as would be 

the case in clinical practice, and reassessed using the same methods. Two different methods were 

employed for evaluating whether the marking of the CTM returned to the original correct position after 

manipulation and subsequent repositioning of the subject.

Method 1: The distance from the suprasternal notch to the centre of the CTM was again measured. The 

difference in these distances (before and after repositioning) was calculated.

Method 2: Ultrasound was used to determine the upper and lower boundary of the CTM again, to 

determine whether the initial marking on the skin still lay within these boundaries, after the patient’s 

movement and subsequent repositioning.

The success rate of correct repeated placement of the marking of the CTM is described with 95% 

confidence intervals (CI) of the binominal distribution.
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Results

The median difference between the two measurements of the distance from the suprasternal notch to 

the centre of the CTM was 0 mm (range 0-2 mm) and all skin markings, 11/11 = 100 % (72-100%) (95% CI 

of the binominal distribution), lay within the boundaries of the CTM when reassessed after subject 

movement and subsequent repositioning back to the extended neck position (Table 1).

Table 1 near here.
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Discussion

Using two different measurement techniques we found that the marking of the CTM in all subjects 

returned to the original position, within few millimetres, after manipulation and subsequent repositioning 

of the subject. One study has previously found that after manipulation, the marking of the CTM remained 

within few millimetres distance from the original position.10 However, that was in a predominantly (78 %) 

male population and with only one technique of identification. The present study thus confirms the 

findings of the abovementioned study, and additionally supports an extrapolation to the female 

population. The consistency of the findings between these studies allows to combine these results which 

reveal that the marking of the CTM stays in the correct position, in all 34 of 34 measured cases = 100 % 

(90-100 %) (95% CI).

Previous studies have shown that visual inspection of the skin creases on the neck correctly revealed the 

position of the CTM in half of the patients in a mixed population. Success rates of identification of the 

CTM by palpation varies with gender, patient positioning and body habitus.3 In males it was reported to 

be successful in 72% of non-obese11 and in 39% of the obese.11 In females success rates were 24%11, 25% 

(neutral position)12, 29% (hyperextended neck)12 and 71% in the non-obese13 whereas it was  found to be 

0% (neutral position)12, 6% (hyperextended neck)12, 35%11, 37%14 and 39%15 in obese females. It is thus 

clear from the literature that clinical identification of the CTM is on average considerably more difficult in 

the female gender, thus making it even more important to perform the identification before the need for 

at surgical airway could arise. We therefore decided to perform the present study in female subjects.  

Ultrasonography carries a high success rate in identification of the CTM, reaching close to hundred 

percent in experienced hands,3 and is thus used as the reference-method in most studies on CTM-

identification, but it takes longer time to perform and should thus be used before induction of 

anaesthesia.

The findings in the present study reinforce the recommendation to identify the CTM before managing the 

airway,2 especially in patients with predictors of difficulties in airway management. The marking can be 

guided by visual inspection or palpation if possible, otherwise it should be guided by ultrasonography. 

Following the marking of the CTM, the patient’s position can be changed as needed, for example to the 

‘sniffing’ neck position for conventional intubation. In the scenario of a front of neck airway being 

required during subsequent airway management, the patient can be returned expediently to the 

extended-neck position, and the marking of the centre of the CTM will still be in the correct place.
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Table 1. Consistency of the identification of the cricothyroid membrane (CTM) before and after the patient 

moved and was subsequently returned to the extended neck position 

     Method 1  Method 2 

 Subject # Age BMI  CTM to 

suprasternal 

notch before 

movement,  

 

 

mm 

CTM to 

suprasternal 

notch after 

movement 

and 

repositioning 

mm 

Difference  

 

 

 

 

 

mm 

 Marking 

within CTM 

boundaries 

on the repeat 

assessment? 

Yes/No 

 1 65 31.8  62 62 0  Yes 

 2 74 27.0  65 65 0  Yes 

 3 80 23.8  62 62 0  Yes 

 4 67 26.2  55 55 0  Yes 

 5 53 22.5  105 104 1  Yes 

 6 81 24.2  69 69 0  Yes 

 7 64 20.1  89 89 0  Yes 

 8 74 23.1  77 78 1  Yes 

 9 66 23.3  77 79 2  Yes 

 10 77 31.8  59 59 0  Yes 

 11 64 27.6  68 67 1  Yes 

 Median  67 24.2  68  67 0    

 Range 

(min-max) 

(53-

81) 

(20.1-

31.8) 

 (55-105) (55-104) (0-2)   A
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CTM = Cricothyroid membrane, BMI = Body mass Index, kg/m2 
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